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Abstract:
How can educational leaders, human resource professionals and diversity practitioners create the
dynamic strategies, structures and policies that will promote the inclusion of diverse and talented
faculty and staff? What is the role of the human resource professional in the diversity change
process? This article explores how to build the framework necessary for a diversity change
initiative, how to drive the change effort, and the role of human resource practitioners in the
planning and implementation of such an initiative.
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Organizational

How can educational leaders, human resource professionals and diversity practitioners create the dynamic strategies,
structures and policies that tvill promote the inclusion of diverse and talentedfaculty and staff? What is the role ofthe
human resource professional in the diversity change process? This article explores how to build the framework necessary for
a diversity change initiative, how to drive the change effort, and the role of human resource practitioners in the planning
and implementation of such an initiative.

Introduction
Implementing an institution-wide diversity initiative in higher education is a major change initiative: it is neither
quick nor simple. It requires systemic, prolonged and intensive efforts to facilitate structural and cultural change.
In this process, the role of human resource practitioners is often overlooked, but is nevertheless essential in several
important respects. Human resource practitioners are vital to the process of assessing and addressing organizational
climate, developing strategies and approaches that will support the transformational change process and promoting
institutional dialogue and professional development in support of diversity. In this respect, HR practitioners need
to be able to identify behavioral and organizational barriers to diversity, design specific approaches to enhancing a
culture of inclusion and ensure consistent administration of organizational policies.

Fundamental Requirements for Implementing a Diversity Change Initiative
in Higher Education
Since higher education differs from other organizational environments in many significant respects, key contextual
characteristics need to be taken into account when planning and implementing a diversity change initiative. Tlie
higher education workplace is comprised of distinct subcultures driven by differing norms, values and operating
assumptions. Clear differences exist between faculty, administrators and staff in terms of roles, expectations and
terms of employment. Other characteristics ofthe higher education workplace include shared governance, multiple
authority structures, academic culture in which faculty hold tenure, and goal ambiguity (Kezar 2001).
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Essential elements of leadership practices that promote the potential for transformational change include
a willing president and active support among senior administrators; visible action; commitment to change;
collaboration among leaders across the institution; flexible vision; persuasive communication; a Iong-term
orientation; the necessary professional development for the change process; robust design of goals and objectives;
rewards; and development of support structures (Eckel & Kezar 2003; Kezar & Eckel 2002a, 2002b). Furthermore,
leadership for diversity involves the practice of empowering individuals as change agents by ensuring that minority
voices contribute to decision-making processes and by supporting the role of minority faculty in the governance
process (Aguirre & Martinez 2002).
Planning a diversity change initiative requires intervention on the part of institutional leadership to ignite
the forces of change, sustain momentum, reward innovation and establish inventive programs and structures. The
diversity initiative must be broad-based in order to leverage the capabilities and talents of faculty, administrators and
staff regardless of differences in demographics, departmental locations, disciplines and levels and types of positions
(Brockbank 1999).
The phases of a diversity initiative demand unrelenting stamina and continuous effort to ensure that one
phase seamlessly transitions into the next. Getting the initiative started means capturing the excitement of beginning
the process and sustaining that excitement and inspiration throughout the long, slow process of change. Sustaining
momentum involves quickly identifying those who are willing to "carry the standard" and visibly rewarding their
efforts. Reward strategies are critical and implementing these strategies through both informal and formal processes
can serve as a powerfui motivational force.

Organizing Principles of the Diversity Framework
A common conceptual framework which captures the key elements of diversity will help guide the change process.
To reach conceptual clarity, the framework for a diversity change initiative requires cross-functional, multilevel
campus involvement and discussion. To conduct such discussions, human resource administrators need to actively
consider how to address managing for diversity within the workplace and the concrete ways in which diversity is
supported. Since, at best, such diversity discussions tend to be brief, abstract and without substance (Thomas 2001),
a dynamic campus agenda coordinated by the collaborative efforts of key departments including human resources
will necessarily draw upon the talents and resources of leaders and committed stakeholders in facilitating
substantive dialogue.
In developing a conceptual framework for the diversity effort, several thematic elements can help shape the
thought process. The matrix for a conceptual diversity framework reflects the following five organizing principles:
(1) holistic and inclusive, (2) challenging the status quo, (3) recognizing the value of differences, (4) promoting
organizational consistency, and (5) embracing complexity.
Holistic and inclusive. Diversity needs to be understood as a holistic phenomenon, embracing all facets of
difference. From this perspective, diversity and difference are not synonymous, but diversity includes and
encompasses differences and similarities (Thomas 1995)Challenging the status quo. Implementation of a diversity change initiative may require respectful challenge to
traditional ways of thinking and doing. As such, resistance to change can be expected.
Recognizing the value of differences. Awareness ofthe importance of recognizing the value of difference and the
need for diversity is critical. In this respect, reaffirming the need for diversity examines the importance of diversity
to institutional mission, success and excellence. Furthermore, this concept includes the self-recognition by women
and minorities ofthe value ofthe differences that they bring to the organization (Thomas 1993).
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Promoting organizational consistency. The diversity framework must be understood and implemented at all levels
and within all subcultures ofthe institution. As such, the diversity initiative cannot be localized to certain strata
ofthe organization, or to the leadership of one or two individuals. The ultimate aim of a comprehensive diversity
initiative is to attain organizational consistency throughout all subcultures ofthe institution.
Embracing complexity. Diversity demands increased knowledge, education and growth to prepare individuals
ro understand its complexity. Administrative leadership, department heads and chairs, and managers can foster
opportunities to advance diversity awareness and expand cultural competencies.

Driving the Diversity Change Effort
How can change permeate the multiple layers of organizational culture in higher education? Organizational
culture can be described metaphorically as a complex hologram that reflects difFerent angles of light illuminating
unconscious beliefs, tacit assumptions and hidden cultures that provide shared but unwritten rules for behavior
(Kilmann 1984). The metaphor ofthe hologram captures the existence of assumptions and attitudes which only
become visible when exposed to the appropriate angle of light. Organizational culture, in fact, is driven by powerful
phenomena that exist below the surface, have significant impact, are invisible, and often are unconscious
(Schein 2004).
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From this perspective, institutional culture can be understood as comprised of three layers: the top layer is the
visible artifacts or processes, rules and structures; the second layer reflects "espoused values;" and the third layer is
composed of underlying assumptions (Schein 2004).
Bringing about cultural change in higher education is a challenging and even daunting process. Cultural
rigidity and inflexibility can make breaking through cultural strata to address underlying assumptions extremely
difficult. Due to the fragmentation ofthe culture in higher education and the existence of multiple subcultures,
readiness may vary wideiy among different units, areas and departments.
Perspectives on Change Strategies
Different theoretical perspectives address hov/ systematic, organization-wide change can be implemented. The
findings from research conducted in six institutions of higher education undergoing major change initiatives over
a four-year period indicate that when strategies violate cultural norms or are culturally insensitive, they will not be
successful {Kezar & Eckel 2002b). From this perspective, change strategies cannot be generalized or uniform, but
instead need to be aligned with the culture.
Organizational Sensemaking
Organizational sensemaking is an overarching strategy that involves stakeholders, in a reciprocal and collective
process, conceptualizing the change and its institutional impact (Kezar & Eckel 2002a). Through the process of
sensemaking, individuals can alter their mental models and develop new meanings that are consistent with changed
organizational realities (Kezar & Eckel 2002a).
From a practical perspective, Thomas (1996) identifies three critical tasks which can be linked to
organizational sensemaking: (1) talking the talk — gaining conceptual clarity, (2) thinking the talk — internalizing
the process through experimentation and initial application to daily realities, and (3) walking the talk — advancing
to broad, in-depth application. In organizations that act without adequate conceptualization of diversity goals and
processes, sustained institutional transformation will be difficult (Thomas 1996).
Tracks

Another theory for implementing change is to do so through tracks that can be deployed either sequentially or
simultaneously (Kilmann 1984). This theory proposes that readiness is critical in shifting to the next strategy. In
Kilmann's analysis, these tracks include the culture track that lays the groundwork for mutual respect and trust; the
management skills track that addresses management understanding ofthe complex issues and assumptions involved;
the team-building track that allows team members or groups to identify and solve collaboratively the most difficult
problems; the strategy-structure track that aligns structure and resources with strategic direction; and the reward
system that ties rewards to performance and represents the most important track for an initiative's success
(Kilmann 1984).
Role and Task Alignment
In contrast to theories which first address cultural assumptions as fundamental to transformational change, other
theorists identify what they call the "fallacy" of beginning with the knowledge and attitudes of individuals. This
alternative approach argues that effective change is essentially based upon "task alignment" — focusing on the
solving of concrete "business problems" through the reorganization of roles and responsibilities (Beer, Eisentat &
Spector 1990). For this reason, each organizational department needs to be allowed to reinvent the wheel and find its
own path to the new organization. These theorists assert that forcing change from the top only "short-circuits" the
process (Beer et al. 1990).
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Given the difficulty of changing behaviors and underlying attitudes, building the diversity effiDrt through
role and task alignment is an effective way to begin to increase ownership and build investment in results. Allowing
ideas to "bubble up" rather than "trickle down" from the lop creates a sense of engagement and greatly reduces
resistance. Using the insights from this theory, human resource practitioners can identify departments or areas of
the college or university which are successful and reward these visible role models in the diversity change process.
Similarly, individuals who make a difference in the area of diversity through concrete role contributions need to be
visibly recognized.
Although task and role realignment opportunities are certainly more limited in academic environments
than in the corporate world, the idea of building involvement through responsibiliries and roles has potential
application in the higher education environment. For example, assignments as diversity coordinators, affirmative
action coordinators or members of diversity councils, commissions or task forces substantially strengthen stakeholder
involvement in the diversity change process.
Any or all ot the change strategies listed above may work in concert. Balance among strategies, such as between
cultural and structural strategies, is an important principle in efl^ecting transformational change. Balance ensures
that disequilibrium is not created by moving too quickly in one area, and the bundling of interrelated strategies
allows them to be enacted simultaneously in nonlinear fashion (Kezar & Eckel 2002b).
How Can the Diversity Change Initiative Take Hold in the Higher Education Environment?
Four important observations crystallize how and where the diversity change initiative can take hold in the
higher education environment. First, rhe diversity change initiative should be driven below the executive level
by departments, areas and individuals through a process of constant innovation and experimentation. Second,
successful diversity strategies take hold when originated by a relatively small number of change agents or units.
Tliis understanding builds upon Koch's (1998) 80/20 principle which states that, "a minority of causes, inputs or
effort usually lead to a majority ofthe results, outputs or rewards." In moving the institutional giant, a relatively
small number of key stakeholders within the various organizational spheres of influence in the college or university
can spearhead the change, develop and test innovative strategies and carry forward the diversity initiative. Third,
the network of change agents that originate strategies needs to be heterogeneous in composition. It should include
individuals in different types of positions, representing difl^erent viewpoints and backgrounds. Finally, pace, timing
and readiness are critical factors in gauging when, how and where to introduce change.
In summary, launching the diversity change initiative involves pursuing multiple channels and strategies and
keeping these in balance in order to address institutional readiness. These multiple channels include communication,
training, structural changes, role assignments, policies and procedures and new approaches to rewards and
recognition. Approaches to diversity change need to be generated throughout the university or college, at all levels,
at all strata and within all subcultures. Roles, responsibilities and tasks related to diversity heighten the involvement
and engagement of stakeholders. The process is interactive and collaborative and requires utilization of sophisticated
research insights, sensitive and non-threatening approaches, and state-of-the-art tools.

The Road to Diversity Change: Organization Development Intervention Strategies
During the last 50 years, organization development (OD) has emerged as an avenue for transformational change by
focusing specifically on culture and processes. As a starting point for reaching common conceptual understanding,
organizational development intervention strategies can provide a window on the culture ofthe college or university.
This window can be the "tipping point" for the change process (Gladwel! 2000). Due to its complex and often
decentralized environment, higher education seems particularly challenging in this regard. How can organizational
development strategies be deployed in higher education with its multiple subcultures? Is this feasible or merely an
organizational consultant's dream?
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In recent years, a more specialized field called "multicultural organization development" (MCOD) has
emerged that specifically addresses conflicts which have arisen because of monocultural hierarchies and from
the differential distribution of power (Chesler 1996). Although MCOD models can take either a consensus or
conflict orientation, consensus-driven models that do not explore conflict or challenge forms of subtle workplace
discrimination may not lead to required change (Chesler 1996). Gauging which approach to use involves assessment
ofthe particular culture, readiness and openness, and an analysis ofthe best way to build support in the culture as
it exists.
Three prototypes of multicultural OD intervention strategies are: 1) the cultural appreciation strategy, 2) the
inclusion strategy, and 3) the social justice strategy (Cross & Conklin 2003). These prototypes represent very different approaches to the issue of diversity. The cultural appreciation strategy addresses the importance of cultural
competence in an increasingly multicultural society and links cultural appreciation to the business case for diversity.
This approach focuses on skill-building for leveraging diversity and increasing individual flexibility and empathy.
Since it does not involve discussion of social justice or values necessarily, the cultural appreciation strategy draws attention to the positive benefits of diversity, while minimizing resistance (Cross & Conklin 2003).
The inclusion strategy highlights the importance of inclusion at all levels ofthe organization and builds
upon the added value that differences can bring in terms of competitive advantage, teamwork and work output
(Cross & Conklin 2003). This strategy, like the first, approaches the issue of diversity in a more consensus-oriented
fashion, and can draw on the wide variety of experiences of those who are not part ofthe mainstream.
The social justice strategy is a more confrontational and conflict-oriented approach which focuses on
historical injustice and its mai ifestations through exploitation, marginalization, subordination and cultural
imperialism (Cross & Conklir 2003). This strategy can involve conflict and may generate resistance, if not
approached with sensitivity and attention to the research supporting the concepts used.
All of these approaches are simpiy starting points on the road to organizational learning. They can be
utilized in a planned effort to reach common conceptual understandings on the issue of diversity; surface hidden
and suppressed conflict; and generate creative strategies for moving forward. These diversity intervention strategies,
in and of themselves, will not effect change, but can begin the process of thoughtful examination and discussion of
issues.
In assessing the viability of these different approaches, educational leaders can expect some degree of
defensiveness, denial and resistance. How does the organizational consultant charged with implementing such
interventions anticipate and handle these reactions? An important observation in this regard is that no single group
is monolithic. In this regard. Cross (2000) recognizes the importance of "white men as champions," noting that just
because white males are members ofthe dominant group, this does not mean that all have power, are accepted by
the elite group or even have equal opportunities. Similarly, white women can share the attitudes and behaviors ofthe
dominant group around race, and minority men can share the dominant group's attitudes relating to gender
(Cross 2000).
Diversity intervention strategies that begin with the participants' own experiences, probe for understanding
and engage the participants in discussion are more likely to minimize resistance and defensiveness. In addition,
attention must be drawn to the systemic and social framework of racism, rather than adopting too individualistic a
perspective that would describe particular persons as "racist" (Feagin & O'Brien 2003). Racism within the context of
higher education must be understood in terms of prevailing social patterns and how these patterns have consciously
or unconsciously become embedded in institutional culture (Feagin & O'Brien 2003).
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Conclusion
In the process of institution-wide diversity change, human resource practitioners can play a significant role in
identifying internal barriers to diversity, developing reward programs and institutional policies that support diversity,
and facilitating meaningful cross-campus dialogue and organizational learning related to diversity. Furthermore,
expertise in the design of programs, metrics, change strategies and organizational development approaches is
essential for transformational change related to diversity.
As a result, HR is a logical strategic partner in the diversity change process, due to its close relationship
with employees, understanding of workplace climate and culture, and responsibility for human resource-related
policies and procedures. In all phases of a systemic diversity effort, human resource professionals can be proactive in
torging collaborative alliances with diversity and affirmative action officers and other key stakeholders to plan and
implement an institution-specific approach to diversity.
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